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Shake, Stir and Blend Tasty Cocktails Inspired by the Chic Midcentury Era From seasoned New
York City bartender Natalie Jacob, founder of the blog Arsenic Lace, comes timeless cocktail
recipes from the ’40s, ’50s and ’60s, revamped with delightful contemporary flourishes. These
unique recipes perfect midcentury and tiki-bar classics, while sprinkling in Natalie’s cutting-edge
twists to create heavenly cocktails that marry new and nostalgic flavors. Whether you’re new to
bartending, a seasoned professional or simply looking to tap into that swanky midcentury
aesthetic, Natalie’s easy instructions and fresh ideas are the perfect guide to your mixology
journey.
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more than ever, the midcentury look is everywhere. Not just in the case of design and fashion,
but also in what people are drinking. The term midcentury modern broadly describes
architecture, furniture and design from the mid 1930s to the ’60s, characterized by clean lines,
organic and streamlined forms and lack of embellishment. But what about the drink culture of the
time? Undoubtedly, cocktail parties with finger foods, lavish dresses and Hollywood glamour
come to mind. So many of the classic drinks that are being enjoyed in cocktail bars all over the
world today can be attributed to this very point in time. Many of the cocktails created decades
before the midcentury, such as the whiskey-soaked Manhattan or the delightfully refreshing
daiquiri, were at the height of their popularity and plenty of drinks—the Moscow Mule, for
instance—were being invented. All of these drinks created between the 1940s and 1960s I call
“mod cocktails” or midcentury modern drinks.Two genres of cocktails were popular during the
midcentury, the first being the simpler and “classic” drinks in the style of pre-Prohibition cocktails
documented in such books as The South American Gentleman’s Companion, by author and
traveler Charles H. Baker, or The Fine Art of Mixing Drinks, an encyclopedia of the twentieth-
century cocktail, by David Embury. These kinds of drinks, like the daiquiri, Manhattan and old-
fashioned, were already familiar. The second genre was a new school of drinks referred to as tiki.
Tiki can be better understood as Americans’ perception of generic island culture during that
time. That’s because American tiki was not an organic transplantation of Polynesian culture by
indigenous people but the brainchild of Ernest Raymond Beaumont Gantt, also known as Don
the Beachcomber and Donn Beach. In 1934, inspired by his travels in the South Pacific, Gantt
opened Don the Beachcomber, a tropical-themed bar and restaurant, in Hollywood, California.
Not too long after, in 1937, Victor Bergeron, also known as Trader Vic, changed the name of the
bar he owned in Oakland, California—Hinky Dinks—to Trader Vic’s and adopted an island
theme inspired by Don the Beachcomber and his own travels. Nearly a decade later, the
American craze for all things Polynesian exploded when men returned home from World War II
with stories and souvenirs from the islands they’d visited. By the mid- to late 1950s, tiki drinks
appeared on menus and at cocktail parties all over the country. Outposts of Don the
Beachcomber, Trader Vic’s and the many imitations popped up in cities far and wide.While the
tiki movement is currently having the biggest resurgence since it fell out of popularity in the



1970s, I think there is a bit more to be considered in modern times. Tiki is supposed to be fun
and built on an idea of escapism, but since it is an American interpretation, there is a level of
cultural appropriation associated with it. To enjoy tiki drinks, I don’t think we need to imbibe them
in a faux-Polynesian setting, out of a porcelain shrunken head. I don’t think tiki has to be kitschy
or tacky and I don’t think these cocktails need to be in their own category. For me, tiki and
tropical drinks are just as much “classic” cocktails as, well, classic cocktails. In this book, all
these drinks have a home together because they have one thing in common: No matter where or
who made them, they all come from the same exact place in time, the midcentury.In Mod
Cocktails, I’ve explored and covered some of the most beloved drinks from these decades, such
as the Mai Tai, a drink fought over by the two founding fathers of tiki, Don the Beachcomber and
Trader Vic, and more esoteric ones, such as the Arsenic & Old Lace, a floral martini variation.
I’ve also included my original recipes inspired by the drinks from this era. My hope is that there is
something for everyone in this book.For myself, the mid-twentieth century is a magical place in
time that I feel most connected to. I’m constantly drawing inspiration from it, not only when
developing cocktails, but in every aspect of my life. Whether it’s at a flea market furiously
searching for rainbow-colored glassware or on a walking tour to lovingly gaze at the inspiring
architecture in Palm Springs, I am constantly on the hunt to bring the midcentury into my
everyday life.If you picked up this book, it is probably because you are interested in cocktails or
maybe you have an affinity for everything midcentury as I do, or perhaps both. In this book, there
are super simple recipes for the beginning at-home bartender and more complicated recipes for
someone who might have a little more knowledge and experience. My objective is to change the
way we look at these drinks, so we can accept them into our homes and bars with an
appreciation for the time and place they come from. The classic cocktails Charles H. Baker and
David Embury wrote about can coexist with the drinks of Don the Beachcomber and Trader Vic.
These drinks, or “mod cocktails,” are midcentury masterpieces that can still be sipped and
enjoyed today the same that they were in 1951. So, let’s drink, shall we?mod bar
essentialsProfessional bartenders rely on a few simple tools to make great drinks. Setting up
your home bar is a lot easier than you may think, and I’ll walk you through everything you will
need to make the drinks in this book and beyond.ShakerThere are two main cocktail shakers: a
cobbler shaker and a Boston shaker. A cobbler shaker is a three-piece shaker with a strainer
built into the top. This type of shaker is great for the at-home bartender, but is not always ideal.
My personal favorite, and the one that most professional bartenders use behind the bar, is a two-
piece metal Boston shaker. These can normally accommodate more liquid so you can build
multiple drinks at a time, and since the shaker is metal, you will be getting the coldest drink
possible.StrainerThere are also two main types of cocktail strainers. A julep strainer is used with
a mixing glass for stirred drinks. A Hawthorne strainer, on the other hand, will work with both a
mixing glass and a cocktail shaker. When choosing a Hawthorne strainer, make sure you get
one with a very tight coil. These are the best and will ensure your cocktails are being strained
appropriately. Some bartenders like to double strain their drinks, using a tea strainer. I personally



do not do this because I was taught that a little pulp and a few ice chips were crucial elements of
a cocktail. If you’re using your Hawthorne strainer correctly, pressing down on the gate to block
the opening of the strainer should suffice.Mixing GlassAs for a mixing glass, a simple pint-size
(475-ml) glass will do. If you want to be fancy, there are many beautiful crystal mixing glass
options on the market. The important thing about your mixing glass when building stirred drinks
is that it is chilled before use. I keep my mixing glass in the freezer; that way, it is ready whenever
I need to stir something up. Keeping a few cocktail glasses in the freezer for stirred drinks is
another great idea. Since stirred drinks are served up with no ice, they tend to come to room
temperature a bit more quickly than drinks served on ice. Getting them as cold as possible and
keeping them as cold as possible is key.JiggerA jigger is probably one of the most crucial bar
tools. It makes measuring drinks fast, easy, efficient and, most important, allows you to make
consistent drinks. They come in a few varieties, the first being a 1- and 2-ounce (30- and 60-ml)
measure; the other being a ½ and ¾-ounce (15- and 22-ml) measure. They now make 1- and 2-
ounce (30- and 60-ml) jiggers with markings on the inside that indicate ¼-, ½- and ¾-ounce (7-,
15- and 22-ml) measurements.Bar SpoonHaving a few good bar spoons on hand is important.
You will use these to stir your drinks and crack your ice. I love to stir my drinks with a thinner bar
spoon that has a teardrop end. For cracking ice, however, you will need a spoon with a wide
bowl. Alternatively, you can crack ice with an ice tapper or a muddler.GlasswareIf you’ve ever
tried to stock your home bar, you’ve probably been overwhelmed by all the different types of
cocktail glasses. It doesn’t have to be that complicated and ninety percent of drinks go in a
rocks, a Collins or a coupe glass.For rocks glasses, you’ll need both a single and double. A
single rocks glass is going to be for anything neat or any spirit on the rocks. The ideal size is
between 8 and 10 ounces (237 and 296 ml). A double rocks glass, also called a double old-
fashioned, should only be about 2 ounces (59 ml) bigger than a single rocks glass. You can use
a double rocks glass for cocktails with ice, of either the shaken or stirred variety, making it a very
versatile glass used for many different drinks.A coupe glass is good for cocktails served “up”
meaning shaken or stirred and served chilled without ice, like a martini. A 5½ to 6 ounce (163 to
170 ml) is my favorite size for this type of glass.A Collins glass is very similar to a highball glass,
but there is technically a difference. A highball is a tall, skinny glass, perfect for serving a fizz and
a Collins glass is ever so slightly taller and an ideal vessel for serving Collins-style drinks. A 12
ounce (355 ml) glass is my preferred size and can also be repurposed for making tiki drinks that
call for crushed ice. Having a few tiki mugs on hand never hurts either.IceGetting good ice at
home may be your biggest challenge, but it’s not impossible. Many drinks are best with block ice.
If you can get your hands on block ice by buying it at a local cocktail bar or ice purveyor, I
strongly suggest doing so. This will come in a big block that you can cut down, or it may come in
square cubes and longer rectangular cubes for Collins drinks. If getting block ice is out of the
question and your quest for the best ice runs deep, you can fill a small cooler with water and let it
freeze for a few days. The cloudy stuff will settle at the bottom and you can saw it off (be careful)
with a serrated bread knife. You can then tap the big block of clear ice with the knife and it will



cause the ice to split. You can keep doing this until you achieve your desired size of ice. Another
option is buying silicone ice molds, but you will never achieve clear ice by doing so.If your
freezer has an icemaker that filters water and cracks ice, that should be good enough for stirring
drinks. Alternatively, you can hand crack ice cubes by holding a single cube in the palm of your
hand and whacking it hard with the back of your bar spoon, or you can crack your ice in a canvas
bag made for this purpose.For fine, snowy ice to use in crushed-ice drinks (see Chapter 5,
Frozen & Frosty), I recommend the canvas bag route. If you don’t have a canvas ice bag, you
can put your ice in a large resealable plastic bag, wrap it in a dishtowel and smash it with a
rolling pin or a muddler. This works in a pinch. Regardless of what kind of ice you will be using, it
is of the utmost importance to make sure your ice is in a container that has a lid, to prevent the
ice from absorbing the flavor of foods in your freezer.shaken & citrusyShaken drinks are just as
delightful today as they were in the past because they are vibrant, aerated, light on the tongue
and enjoyable to drink. Bustling with citrusy fizz and tiny little ice chips, there’s nothing more
refreshing. This style of cocktail includes any drink containing a modifier that isn’t clear (juice,
cream, eggs) and should thus be shaken hard to appropriately combine all the ingredients. The
shaken variety of drinks can be served either up (without ice) in a coupe glass or down (over ice)
in a rocks glass, depending on what you’re in the mood for. Although shaken drinks existed long
before the midcentury, so many delicious recipes came from this era, such as the Hawaiian
Room, a luscious pineapple rum concoction from the 1940s originally served at the Lexington
Hotel in New York City.With shaken drinks, always build all your ingredients in your cocktail
shaker and add ice last. This prevents unnecessary dilution to your drink. Shake hard and with
as much ice as possible, then strain off the ice immediately. Water content is a big part of what
makes a good drink, and it’s always important to remember that how the drink is served will
determine how long you shake for. If a drink is being served down on ice, it will keep diluting in
the glass, so you want to shake for less time. If a drink is being served up without ice, you must
shake it longer so that it is reaches proper dilution and stays cold while you’re drinking it. A good
rule is to shake “up” drinks very hard for about ten seconds and to shake “down” drinks hard for
about seven seconds.Tools of the TradeTo make the drinks in this chapter, you will need a
cocktail shaker, a Hawthorne strainer, a citrus peeler and a jigger. The glassware needed is a
coupe glass, double rocks glass and a highball glass.the african queenMy favorite cocktail and
probably the most important cocktail of all time is the daiquiri, and the African Queen is one of
my own versions of it. The daiquiri (rum, lime, simple syrup) is my gold standard cocktail; it is the
first drink I order at any cocktail bar, and if you can master making it, you have earned my trust.
Once you know the proper template for a daiquiri or any sour (2 ounces [60 ml] of spirit, 1 ounce
[30 ml] of citrus, ¾ ounce [22 ml] of sweetener) the possibilities are endless.This is a slightly
sweeter approach to a traditional daiquiri and the addition of calvados, a French apple brandy,
makes it perfect for serving in the fall and colder months. The orgeat and cinnamon add a lot of
nutty and warm baking spice notes that make this drink taste like boozy apple pie. This drink is
named after the 1951 British-American adventure film starring Humphrey Bogart and Katharine



Hepburn.Makes 1 serving1½ oz (44 ml) white rum½ oz (15 ml) calvados1 oz (30 ml) fresh lime
juice⅜ oz (11 ml) Orgeat⅜ oz (11 ml) Cinnamon SyrupLime wheel, for garnishIn a cocktail
shaker, combine the rum, calvados, lime juice, orgeat and cinnamon syrup. Fill with ice, shake
and strain into a coupe glass. Garnish with a lime wheel.el jefeIf there were ever a city that
embodied everything I love, it would be Palm Springs, California. It is a midcentury mecca for
design, boasting one of the best collections of modernist architecture in the world. Wealthy
clients and celebrities from nearby Los Angeles and across the country commissioned homes in
the resort city as part of the movement’s boom during the mid-twentieth century. Visiting Palm
Springs is like taking a step back to my favorite period of time. While I’m there, my go-to for food
and drinks is El Jefe, a Mexican restaurant in the Saguaro Hotel. When I developed this drink, I
was inspired by a hibiscus margarita on the menu. Reposado tequila and cinnamon give it
baking spice notes, while the mezcal adds a little bit of smoke. It’s a sweet, tart and rich
margarita variation with an alluring ruby red color. There are few things I love more in life than
having a sun-soaked day, lying poolside, eating tacos with a margarita in hand. Sometimes, I just
need to close my eyes, take a sip and pretend I’m there.Makes 1 servingDried hibiscus flowers,
for rimSea salt, for rimLime wedge, for rim1½ oz (44 ml) reposado tequila½ oz (15 ml) mezcal¾
oz (22 ml) fresh lime juice½ oz (15 ml) fresh orange juice½ oz (15 ml) Hibiscus Syrup½ oz (15
ml) Cinnamon SyrupFreshly grated cinnamon, for garnishTo make the hibiscus sea salt, crush
the dried hibiscus flowers in a food processor or coffee grinder. On a small plate, combine the
crushed hibiscus flowers with an equal amount of coarse sea salt.Rim your glass with the
hibiscus sea salt by pressing a lime wedge around the edge of the glass and then dipping it into
the hibiscus salt.In a cocktail shaker, combine the tequila, mezcal, lime juice, orange juice,
hibiscus syrup and cinnamon syrup. Fill with ice, shake and then strain over ice into your
hibiscus salt–rimmed glass. Garnish with freshly grated cinnamon.hearts on fireWhen creating
this cocktail, I had two drinks in mind: the margarita and the Tequila Sunrise. Both were probably
consumed poolside in what I imagine as a scene reminiscent of a photograph by Slim Aarons,
an American photographer famous for capturing socialites, jet-setters and celebrities in the
midcentury. In my eyes, the margarita is a perfect specimen of a cocktail, but the Tequila
Sunrise, on the other hand, while aesthetically beautiful, is too sugary and sweet. I decided to
revamp it and give it some smoke by adding mezcal, Cointreau and lime to make it more
margarita-esque, and a rich and spicy hibiscus–habanero syrup in replacement of standard
grenadine. The result is smoky and refreshingly citrusy, with floral notes and fruitiness from the
hibiscus plus a punch of spice from the habanero.Makes 1 serving1½ oz (44 ml) mezcal½ oz
(15 ml) Cointreau or triple sec1 oz (30 ml) fresh orange juice½ oz (15 ml) fresh lime juice¾ oz
(22 ml) Hibiscus–Habanero SyrupLime wheel, for garnishTajín seasoning, for garnishIn a
cocktail shaker, combine the mezcal, Cointreau, orange juice and lime juice. Fill with ice, shake
and strain into a highball glass filled with ice. Pour the hibiscus–habanero syrup down one side
of the glass so it sinks to the bottom. This will create a beautiful orange-to-red ombré effect in
the glass. Garnish with a lime wheel and a dusting of Tajín on top.bartender’s tip: Tajín is a



Mexican condiment consisting primarily of chile peppers, lime and salt. The powder is tangy and
spicy and is great for enhancing the flavors of food and cocktails, like a margarita or
michelada.the ghostThis drink, inspired by the coconut drinks of days past, is so simple, but the
way the flavors play off one another makes it taste complex. My goal was to make a creamy
coconut drink that wasn’t overly sweet, that could be citrusy, but also aromatic. Reposado tequila
brings oak and vanilla notes that pair with the coconut and muddled strawberries. Fresh lime
juice balances the flavors and gives this drink some bite, while rose water adds aromatic, dry
floral notes. I named this drink for its ghostlike color, after the 1947 film The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir.Makes 1 serving½ oz (15 ml) fresh lime juice3 strawberries, for muddling1 oz (30 ml)
coconut cream2 oz (60 ml) reposado tequila¼ oz (7 ml) rose water, for floatFreshly grated
nutmeg, for garnishStrawberry slice, for garnishCocktail pick, for skewering the strawberryIn a
cocktail shaker, combine the lime juice and 3 strawberries and gently muddle. Next, add the
coconut cream and tequila, add ice and shake. Strain into a double rocks glass over ice, float the
rose water by pouring it on top and garnish with the nutmeg and the strawberry slice on a
cocktail pick.blue hawaiiThe Blue Hawaii wasn’t named after the Elvis movie, as you might
expect. In fact, the drink predates the movie by four years. Bartender Henry Yee created the
cocktail in 1957 while he was working at the Hilton Hawaiian Village in Waikiki. A Bols
representative came into the bar and asked Yee to make a drink with the company’s blue
curaçao liqueur. He delivered a strikingly blue-hued, sweet concoction containing the blue
curaçao, rum, vodka and pineapple juice and decorated, of course, with a cocktail
umbrella.Makes 1 serving¾ oz (22 ml) white rum¾ oz (22 ml) vodka¼ oz (7 ml) blue curaçao½
oz (15 ml) Demerara Syrup1 oz (30 ml) fresh pineapple juice½ oz (15 ml) fresh lemon juiceFresh
pineapple wedge, for garnishCocktail umbrella, for garnishIn a cocktail shaker, combine the rum,
vodka, blue curaçao, demerara syrup, pineapple juice and lemon juice. Fill with ice, shake and
strain into a double rocks glass filled with ice. Garnish with the pineapple wedge and cocktail
umbrella.pink squirrelThe Pink Squirrel is the Grasshopper’s (crème de cacao, crème de
menthe, cream, mint) underrated little sister. In recent years, the Grasshopper cocktail has
received attention from craft cocktail bars and bartenders, but I think the Pink Squirrel is
deserving of a comeback. Invented at Bryant’s Cocktail Lounge in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in the
1950s, it enjoyed a few decades of kitschy popularity before falling into obscurity. It’s rich,
creamy and bright pink, which makes it a very attractive dessert cocktail. Crème de noyaux is a
liqueur made by distilling apricot and cherry pit kernels, combined with bitter almonds and other
botanicals. In this drink, it adds a complex, nutty, sweet fruit aroma and flavor with a touch of
bitterness. Bryant’s originally made it with ice cream and as a milkshake, but I replaced that with
cream for a less decadent affair.Makes 1 serving1¼ oz (37 ml) crème de noyaux1 oz (30 ml)
crème de cacao1 oz (30 ml) heavy cream3 Luxardo cherries, for garnishCocktail pick, for
skewering the cherriesIn a cocktail shaker, combine the crème de noyaux, crème de cacao and
heavy cream. Fill with ice and shake. Strain into a coupe glass and garnish with the Luxardo
cherries skewered on a cocktail pick.bartender’s tip: Luxardo cherries are produced in Luxardo,



Italy. These cherries are nothing like the candy-apple red orbs you’re use to seeing in dive bars
or placed on top of ice cream. They are dense and chewy, with a sweet-tart flavor, and are made
with sour marasca cherries preserved in the fruit’s famed liquer.jet pilotThis drink made at Steve
Crane’s Luau restaurant in Beverly Hills, California, circa 1958, is a variation on Don the
Beachcomber’s Test Pilot recipe. The Test Pilot is a drink with a combination of rums, falernum,
Cointreau, bitters and absinthe. I sometimes wonder whether the bartenders at the Luau looked
at the Test Pilot recipe and asked themselves whether Donn Beach was feeling okay the day he
invented it. They basically took the Test Pilot recipe and added grapefruit, cinnamon and
overproof rum, making it a far superior cocktail and one that more closely resembles that of a
Don the Beachcomber drink. Historically, this drink was flash blended with crushed ice for five
seconds and then poured into an old-fashioned glass. I prefer to shake this drink with ice and
serve it over ice, to prolong the life and integrity of the cocktail. It can afford to be diluted and
then sit on ice especially because of the overproof rum in this drink.Makes 1 serving
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discerning consumer, “Totally underrated, approachable cocktail book. This book would make a
great coffee table book or gift, just because it’s fun to read and look at. But in addition to that, I’m
really enjoying the recipes as well! I’ve tried a few of the drinks in here that I’d never heard of that
are now some of my favorite cocktails. I’ve found it to be more approachable than other cocktail
books. Just a really nice book all around.”

Donna R., “Makes a lovely gift. I ordered this book as a present and my friend loved it! The
pictures are vivid and well-composed. The cocktails themselves were delicious, so a gift that
gives back ”

michael kurasz, “Loved it!. Such an inventive and original book on cocktails. A must have for the
at home bartender!”

Kay Crayton, “Amazing Photos for Each Drink - Beautiful Book Captures Mid-Century and
Updates. This is a beautiful and informative recipe book on cocktails originating in the mid-
twentieth century and updated for today. Every drink featured has a beautiful full page picture
true to the mid-twentieth century style so this book is delightful to flip through. Less than midway
through, I was searching to find out who the photographer is since the photography is so nicely
done, and it's the author! The presentation is perfect. She obviously has a love for strong drink
and it also shows in the delicious-sounding descriptions - even for drinks I'm sure I wouldn't like
since I'm not a bourbon/whiskey drinker. A lot of these drinks have serious alcohol contents,
more so than I would drink but again, this book is a joy for anyone who loves the mid-twentieth
century style. I love tiki and there are many tiki-type drinks included. The author has also
researched where the drinks originated and explains how she has updated her recipes usually
with updated names. One illustration I would have liked to have seen is pictures of at least some
of the tools of the trade like the different types of cocktail shakers and a swizzle stick for mixing
drinks. Fortunately, the internet can readily provide those. She does explain what these items are
so I know this isn't written totally for someone who is already a skilled bartender although I think
it would help is preparing these drinks. I do like that she gives recommendations, and in some
cases substitutions, for ingredients that may be hard to find. Even without the shaker/swizzle
stick pictures, this is solidly 5 stars for me. I seldom just read recipes but the photography and
descriptions are top notch.”

PaulM, “Eye Openers. The "Mod Cocktails: Modern Takes on Classic Recipes from the '40s, '50s
and '60s" is a brilliantly executed book." There are around eighty cocktail recipes arranged
according to categories such as: shaken and citrusy, stirred and boozy, frozen and frosty, etc.
Each recipe has two pages devoted to it. There is a page of text with the history of the drink, the
ingredients, and how to make it. There is also a full page photo.The cocktails require some basic



bar utensils and, of course, the ingredients, which may number anywhere from five to a dozen or
so. The book is probably best for the experienced cocktail maker, although anyone can start with
the simpler recipes.I could not help but notice that the cocktails often are shown in specialized
glasses or mugs. The Moscow Mule, for example, uses distinctive coppery mugs. I may just want
to try out some of these cocktails at a professional watering hole before I try to make them at
home.”

Precise Disarray, “lots of recipes, each have full color photo, short blurb of info on each, nice
book. This is a nice book. It is chock full of gorgeous sounding recipes, with a little write up for
each. Every recipe has a full color picture to go with it. I really wasn't sure what to expect in terms
of recipes. Some I have heard of, most I have not. I think that is the appeal. If you know someone
who is really into making cocktails, this is sure to pique their interest. I am not versed enough in
making cocktails to know what much of any of this is. So it isn't exactly for me after looking
through it, so I likely wouldn't pick it up for a beginner, BUT if they happened to have a nicely
stocked liqueur cabinet and want to give some neat recipes a try, this sure won't hurt to have on
hand.Looks like all the recipes are well organized, and seem to be easy enough to follow. I really
liked reading through this recipe book- lots of good info on the drinks. Would even make for a
nice coffee table book.”

SundayAtDusk, “Pretty Drinks In Pretty Glasses . . . .. This book has 76 cocktail recipes, 13 syrup
recipes and countless tips on how to make great cocktails. In addition, author Natalie Jacob
provides the history of each drink, as well as interesting tidbits about some of them. There is
also a colorful picture of each drink, some in delightful glasses. (Online there are hundreds of
vintage cocktail glasses to be found.) Plus, Ms. Jacobs includes instructions how to make
pineapple shell containers for piña coladas. I guess I am more interested in the glasses
because I don't drink, but wanted this book for a twentysomething relative who is really into
making cocktails. (I'll have to update the review after he makes some of the drinks in it.) "Mod
Cocktails" would make a great gift for cocktail lovers, along with some new or vintage glasses.”

Mitz, “Fun and Delicious Drinks!. Natalie Jacob is an extraordinarily talented bartender and
mixologist whose cocktails not only taste amazing but look fantastic. In this book, you will learn
everything you need to know to craft beautiful, innovative drinks for any occasion. These unique
recipes perfect midcentury and tiki-bar classics, while sprinkling in Natalie’s cutting-edge twists
to create heavenly cocktails that marry new and nostalgic flavors. Whether you’re new to
bartending, a seasoned professional or simply looking to tap into that swanky midcentury
aesthetic, Natalie’s easy instructions and fresh ideas are the perfect guides to your mixology
journey. The drinks are yummy and delicious, and Instagram worthy as well! This is a great thing
to do whether for a social event or just hanging out with friends!”



Rohit Sharma, “OTB - Out Of the Box. Great book so far related to bar knowledge and awesome
cocktails. Looking forward for the next edition. Tried most and must say each one deserves 5
star. Will recommend this to all the cocktail lovers in India. Great going.”

The book by Natalie Jacob has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided feedback.
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